DYNAMIK

Sports Flooring Accessories
Skirting, Threshold Strips, Apparatus
Covers, Line Marking & Floor Protection

DYNAMIK have developed a range of sports flooring accessories to complement their sports floor systems
and ensure they continually perform to the highest level.

Skirting
The hardwood skirtings are designed to conceal the expansion gap around the perimeter of a sports
floor. They allow for expansion and contraction of the floor and can include ventilation slots to allow air
circulation into the floor void if required.
All of the skirtings are factory finished, varnished and ready for onsite installation. Skirtings are available
in European Oak or Beech hardwood as standard.

Hockey Skirting

Ventilated Skirting

60mm

45mm

95mm

Solid Skirting

Threshold Strips
Threshold strips are installed at entrances to the sports hall where the expansion and contraction of a
surface can cause a gap between the sports floor and adjacent floors.
DYNAMIK threshold strips, as illustrated below, are made from high quality aluminium and include a
flexible rubber joint.

17mm
91mm

Ramps
Ramps are installed where there is a difference in the
floor heights between the sports floor and adjacent
floor. This will typically arise when Komfort Plus and
Komfort Elite systems are installed over an existing
floor. The length of ramp will be dependent on the
difference in floor heights. All ramps will be installed
to comply with The Equality Act (2010) and therefore
have a maximum gradient of 1:12.
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Apparatus Frames & Covers
Apparatus Frames and Covers are designed to fit flush with any chosen floor system. They allow apparatus
to be integrated more efficiently and protect the subfloor. Typical sizes are illustrated below.
Round Apparatus Frame
Clear Usable Diameter
120mm

Rectangle Apparatus Frame

Outer Frame
170mm

Clear Usable Area
340mm x 220mm

Outer Frame
420mm x 300mm

Other sizes are available on request

5th September 2016

Prepared using new
Sport England
guidelines, revision 5,
February 2012
Suggested order of priority and
line widths to be used:
( With 1) being marked out last
as it has the highest priority)
1) Badminton 40mm lines
2) Basketball 50mm lines
3) Netball 50mm lines
4) Hockey Spots Only R50mm

Court Information: The following information does not take into account any bleacher seating, division netting or rebound boards being in use.
Badminton x 4 in White, 6.10m x 13.40m. The courts should meet 'Community' level with a clear hall height of 6.70m, 'Club' level with a clear hall height of 7.50m and 'Premier' level with a
clear hall height of 9.00m according to Sport England Guidance 2012. Please note that the minimum margin required between courts when using division netting is 2.40m for 'Community' level
and 2.60m up to 'Premier' level.
Basketball x 1 in Black, a full size court should measure 28.00m x 15.00m to the inside of the lines, to be marked to suit the existing hoops, using new court layout. Please note, as the court is
being marked to suit the existing hoops we will not be able to determine whether the court will meet any compliancy levels until the court is positioned onsite. A clear hall height of 7.00m is
required.
Netball x 1 in Red, a full size court should measure 30.50m x 15.25m, to be marked to suit the existing sockets. Please note, as the court is being marked to suit the existing sockets we will not
be able to determine whether the court will meet any compliancy levels until the court is positioned onsite. A clear hall height of 7.50m is required.
Hockey Spots in Dark Blue, centralised and to include the 1.35m Handball baseline.
Handball D's, Dashes, Baselines & Extended Centre Line x 1 in Orange, centralised with a 1.35m baseline. Please note, due to the width of the hall the Handball D's will extend into the wall.
Volleyball x 1 in Green, a full size court should measure 18.00m x 9.00m, to be marked to suit the existing sockets. Please note, as the court is being marked to suit the existing sockets we will
not be able to determine whether the court will meet any compliancy levels until the court is positioned onsite. A clear hall height of 7.00m is required for 'Training' & 'Community' level or 7.50m
for 'Club' & 'Premier level.
5 A-Side D’s and spots in Yellow, centralised with a radius of 7.50mand 1.22m straights, with penalty spots proposed at 500mm from the top of the D'. There is no prescribed minimum hall
height for Five-a-side. Height is driven by the other sports using the space.
We recommend risk assessments are undertaken to assess any reduced margins.
Please note, we will require someone onsite who will agree and sign off any court positions that may have to be adjusted to avoid any overlapping lines that become apparent when the position
of the Basketball court, that is being marked to suit the installed Basketball hoops, and the Netball and Volleyball courts, that are being marked to suit the existing sockets, is confirmed.
Hall Dimensions 35180mm

5) Handball Lines 50mm lines

2140mm

6) Volleyball 50mm lines

Line Marking

Badminton 6100mm

1750mm

7) Five-a-side D's & Spots 50mm
lines

3000mm

Badminton 6100mm

1750mm

Badminton 6100mm

2140mm

Netball to be marked to suit the existing sockets - A full size court should measure - 30500mm
Volleyball to be marked to suit the existing sockets - A full size court should measure - 18000mm
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Volleyball to be marked to suit the existing sockets - A full size court should measure - 9000mm

2895mm
Badminton 13400mm

Netball to be marked to suit the existing sockets - A full size court should measure - 15250mm
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Basketball to be marked to suit the existing hoops - A full size court should measure - 15000mm
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Hall Dimensions 19190mm

1350mm

R75

With every new project DYNAMIK can prepare a
line marking drawing to the latest Sport England and
National Governing Body’s standards and advise as
to what level each sport can be played within a hall.

2895mm

Sports floors must be line marked to strict dimensions
with line widths +/-2mm of Sport England guidelines
and overall dimensions within 0.1%.
Please note that this sketch proposal is only a visual aid
used by ourselves whilst line marking and is not to scale.
We would also like you to note that we do not guarantee
that it complies with the the relevant Governing Bodies.

Badminton 6100mm

Basketball to be marked to suit the existing hoops - A full size court should measure - 28000mm

3000mm
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Bespoke Court Painting
Alongside line marking, DYNAMIK offer bespoke
court painting such as marking a border around
the principal court, infilling the keys or centre circle
on your court and hand painting a school or club
logo onto your floor to completely transform and
personalise your court.

Floor Protection
Typically sports halls accommodate a wide range of both sporting and non-sporting activities including
exams, concerts and social events. If this is the case and you have a hardwood sports floor then it is essential
to use surface protection, it is also beneficial for all synthetic finished sports floors.
Without protection such as DYNAMIK Giant Carpet Tiles, your sports floor could not only become
scratched and damaged, resulting in costly repairs but the sports performance can also be impaired.
Excessive footfall in non-sporting shoes can reduce the levels of grip, making the surface slippery and
increasing the risk of injury to athletes.
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